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This is the seventh novel in
the Nathan Peake series of
nautical historical fiction
set during the wars with
Revolutionary and
Napoleonic France. The
war moves to the Americas
as Captain Nathan Peake,
freed from service in the
Royal Navy, is secretly
commissioned by President
Thomas Jefferson to
command a naval operation
in the Caribbean Sea and
frustrate plans to establish
a new French Empire on
the North American
mainland which would pose
an existential threat to the
infant United States.With
Europe temporarily at
peace, Napoleon Bonaparte
has dispatched his
victorious army with a vast
fleet to the Caribbean. Its

aim is to re-impose French Pauline Bonaparte, sister of
authority in the region, and Napoleon and wife of the
then occupy a vast swathe French commander, and a
of territory stretching from battle of ideas and
New Orleans to the Canada ideologies that persists to
border and westward from the present-day.
the Mississippi to the Rocky One of Library Journal’s 10
Best Books of 2015
Mountains. But first they
Following his acclaimed
must re-conquer SaintAtlantic and The Men Who
Domingue (now Haiti)
where they are opposed by United the States, New
York Times bestselling
rebel slaves led by the
African general Toussaint author Simon Winchester
L'Ouverture. Nathan is sent offers an enthralling
biography of the Pacific
from England with a small
squadron crewed by British Ocean and its role in the
and American sailors tasked modern world, exploring our
relationship with this
with disrupting French
supply lines at sea and
imposing force of nature. As
the Mediterranean shaped
running guns to the rebel
the classical world, and the
forces. But if they are
Atlantic connected Europe
caught they will be
disowned by the British and to the New World, the
US governments and very Pacific Ocean defines our
likely hanged by the French tomorrow. With China on
the rise, so, too, are the
as pirates.This adventure
American cities of the West
will lead Nathan into a
coast, including Seattle, San
running battle with the
French Navy in the troubled Francisco, and the long
waters off Saint-Domingue, cluster of towns down the
Silicon Valley. Today, the
an increasingly desperate
Pacific is ascendant. Its
involvement in one of the
geological history has long
most brutal colonial
transformed us—tremendous
conflicts in history, a
earthquakes, volcanoes, and
dangerous liaison with
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tsunamis—but its human
acclaimed and “giddily
novel about what we
history, from a Western
exciting” (The New York knowingly and unknowingly
perspective, is quite young, Times Book Review)
inherit from our ancestors,
beginning with Magellan’s Brooklyn Brujas series. The the ties that bind, and
sixteenth-century
Montoyas are used to a life reclaiming your power.
circumnavigation. It is a
without explanations. They As Kurt and Tristan battle
for the Sea King's throne,
natural wonder whose most know better than to ask
fascinating history is
why the pantry never
sea witch Nieve kidnaps
currently being made. In
seems to run low or empty, Layla and raises an army of
mutant sea crature to
telling the story of the
or why their matriarch
Pacific, Simon Winchester won’t ever leave their homeoverthrow the crown.
The Impossible Vastness of
takes us from the Bering
in Four Rivers—even for
Us
Strait to Cape Horn, the
graduations, weddings, or
The Living Sea of Waking
Yangtze River to the
baptisms. But when
Dreams
Panama Canal, and to the
Orqu dea Divina invites
many small islands and
them to her funeral and to The Vast and Brutal Sea
The Savage Blue
archipelagos that lie in
collect their inheritance,
Wild Sea
between. He observes the they hope to learn the
Next in the Brooklyn Brujas series
fall of a dictator in Manila, secrets that she has held
visits aboriginals in
onto so tightly their whole of fantasy novels that follow three
northern Queensland, and is lives. Instead, Orqu dea is witch born sisters as they develop
jailed in Tierra del Fuego, transformed, leaving them their powers and battle magic in
their hometown and the worlds
the land at the end of the
with more questions than
world. His journey
answers. Seven years later, beyond. Lula must let go of the
encompasses a trip down
her gifts have manifested in ghosts of her past to face the
the Alaska Highway, a stop different ways for Marimar, actual living dead of her present.
Lula Mortiz feels like an outsider.
at the isolated Pitcairn
Rey, and Tatinelly’s
Her sister's newfound Encantrix
Islands, a trek across South daughter, Rhiannon,
Korea and a glimpse of its granting them unexpected powers have wounded her in
ways that Lula's bruja healing
mysterious northern
blessings. But soon, a
neighbor. Winchester’s
hidden figure begins to tear powers can't fix, and she longs for
the comfort her family once
personal experience is vast through their family tree,
and his storytelling second picking them off one by one brought her. Thank the Deos for
Maks, her sweet, steady boyfriend
to none. And his historical as it seeks to destroy
who sees the beauty within her
understanding of the region Orqu dea’s line.
is formidable, making
Determined to save what’s and brings light to her life. Then
a bus crash turns Lula's world
Pacific a paean to this
left of their family and
upside down. Her classmates are
magnificent sea of beauty, uncover the truth behind
all dead, including Maks. But
myth, and imagination that their inheritance, the four
Lula was born to heal, to fix. She
is transforming our lives.
descendants travel to
Perfect for fans of Alice
Ecuador—to the place where can bring Maks back, even if it
means seeking help from her
Hoffman, Isabel Allende,
Orqu dea buried her
sisters and defying Death herself.
and Sarah Addison Allen,
secrets and broken
this is a gorgeously written promises and never looked But magic that defies the laws of
novel about a family
back. Alternating between the deos is dangerous.
searching for the truth
Orqu dea’s past and her Unpredictable. And when the
hidden in their past and the descendants’ present, The dust settles, Maks isn't the only
one who's been brought back...
power they’ve inherited,
Inheritance of Orqu dea
"Cordova keeps the flame on
from the author of the
Divina is an enchanting
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high... Fantasy and zombie fans story of friendship, identity and
walking away from it all. But his
looking for flavor—organ-meat, in acceptance that will break your
best laid plans are upended
particular—will not be
heart—and make it whole again. completely when two-time
For fans of The Land of Stories
disappointed." —New York
Billabong Pipeline Masters
comes an adventure that reveals Champion Danny Moore steps up
Times Book Review Brooklyn
the secret warnings hidden inside next to James on the starting line.
Brujas Series: Labyrinth Lost
(Book 1): Alex's story—set in the all classic tales -- beware fairyland The young, mysterious,
mythical fantasy world of Los
at all costs. Eleven-year-old
unbeatable big wave surfer is the
Lagos Bruja Born (Book 2): Lula's Danny Monteverde believes in
man that nobody on the surf
magic. He knows that pixie dust is circuit can stop whispering about.
story—urban fantasy set on the
real, that wardrobes act as portals, For the first time since being
streets of Brooklyn Wayward
Witch (Book 3): Rose's story—set and that rabbit holes lead to
shipped back home from
in the magical lost realm of Adas Wonderland. Most of all, he
Vietnam, James is captivated.
Perfect for fans of: Zombie books believes that his older sister, Pili, is Danny is infamous, and intensely
Epic fantasy quests Latinx books waiting for him somewhere in Rio private. He also finds himself
Paranormal fiction Witch books Luna, the enchanted land in their desperately wanting to see James
favorite book of fairy tales. Danny Campbell again, even more than
Sister book series
“I know how to watch my back. doesn't care what the adults say. he wants to drop in on the North
I’m the only one that ever
He knows that Pili isn't another
Shore's tallest wave. That first
has.” India Maxwell hasn’t just teen runaway. When the siblings fleeting moment turns the tide for
moved across the country—she’s were placed in separate foster
both men, setting them on a path
plummeted to the bottom rung of homes, she promised that she'd
that crosses oceans and defies all
the social ladder. It’s taken years come back for him, and they'd
odds.
to cover the mess of her home life build a new life together in Rio
A Very Large Expanse of Sea
with a veneer of popularity. Now Luna.Yet as the years pass,
A Novel
she’s living in one of Boston’s Danny's faith begins to dim. But A Nathan Peake Novel
Silicon Chips and Surfboards,
wealthiest neighborhoods with her just when he thinks it might be
Coral Reefs and Atom Bombs,
mom’s fiancé and his daughter, time to put foolish fairy tales
Eloise. Thanks to her soon-to-be behind him, he finds a mysterious Brutal Dictators, Fading Empires,
and the Coming Collision of the
stepsister’s clique of friends,
book in the library. It's a
including Eloise’s gorgeous,
collection of stories that contain World's Superpowers
arrogant boyfriend, Finn, India
hints about how to reach another The Reader
feels like the one thing she hoped world. A map to Rio Luna . . .
Nochebuena. One Party.
never to be seen as again: trash. and to Pili. As his adventure takes Nine Happily Ever Afters.
But India’s not alone in
him from New York to Ecuador to
It’s Christmas Eve in New
struggling to control the secrets of Brazil, Danny learns that meeting
York City, when anything
her past. Eloise and Finn, the
your favorite characters isn't
is possible. For these
school’s golden couple, aren’t always a dream come true. But
all they seem to be. In fact,
nothing will stop him from finding couples, it’s the season
everyone’s life is infinitely more his sister . . . even if it means
to find true love. From
complex than it first appears. And standing up to the greatest threat second chances, big
as India grows closer to Finn and the magical realm has ever known.
leaps, missed
befriends Eloise, threatening the For James Campbell, winning the
connections, and
facades that hold them together, 1976 International Surf
reconnections, this
what’s left are truths that are
Competition is the ticket to his
charming collection
brutal, beautiful and big enough future. It's his chance to finally
to change them forever… From reclaim his life, move on from the celebrates the spirit of the
war, and make a living doing the holidays and delivers nine
New York Times bestselling
author Samantha Young comes a only thing that keeps him from

perfect HEAs. From seven
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acclaimed and bestselling to invite Julie to her
Latina authors—Zoey
family’s holiday party or
Castile, Alexis Daria,
risk losing what she really
Adriana Herrera, Diana
wants for Nochebuena—a
Muñoz Stewart, Priscilla chance at true love.
Oliveras, Sabrina Sol, and Santa’s Eager Little
Mia Sosa—comes a holidayHelper • Mia Sosa
romance collection like
Sarita’s plan to confess
never before. Make the
her crush on a coworker
Yuletide Gay • Adriana
goes awry when she’s
Herrera After a string of
tasked with playing the
broken engagements, an Sexy Elf to his grumpy
international Latin Pop
Santa. Will she seize the
Star finds love in her sexy opportunity to make
and constant manager.
Carlos’s naughty list, or
Days before her big live
will she spend another
holiday special, Vivi
Nochebuena alone? The
wonders if the woman of Nochebuena Dating Dare
her dreams could finally
• Diana Muñoz Stewart
be hers. Only Yours •
Eneida Lucero takes a
Sabrina Sol The Mayor of second chance on love
New York embarks on a with the handsome
Christmas Eve search to musical director at her
find the woman he loves school—even if it means
before she gets away.
causing some
Meet Me Under the
Nochebuena drama with
Mistletoe • Priscilla
her ex-husband and
Oliveras Challenged by his familia. Love in Spanglish
friends to find a plus one • Zoey Castile A
to Nochebuena dinner or heartbroken romance
else, widower Hector
writer gets snowed in with
Gutierrez isn’t sure he’s
a novel-worthy hero who
still got any good moves may just make her believe
left. That is until he strikes in love again. To Us, You
the right chord with his
Are Perfect • Alexis Daria
son’s music teacher,
& Adriana Herrera
Cristina. All I Want for
Newlyweds Pasquale and
Nochebuena • Alexis
Yamilette’s Christmas is
Daria When sparks fly
just short of perfect. The
between adult film stars
missing piece is their best
Honey and Julie, Honey
friend Marcelo, who has
must work up the courage loved them from afar for

years. This Nochebuena,
they’ll finally complete
their happily ever after.
The Great Holiday Escape
• Zoey Castile Gigi is
always on the hustle,
making sure her little sister
has everything she needs
including a big Christmas
Eve fiesta with all their
friends and family. That
night, Gigi receives an allexpenses-paid trip to a
luxe South Beach
weekend where not one,
but two beautiful strangers
steal her heart.
When Tristan Hart is
sucked out to sea by a
tidal wave and lost at sea
for three days, he returns
with the knowledge that he
is the heir to a kingdom he
never knew existed and is
a pawn in a battle as
ancient as the gods.
From the author of The
Inheritance of Orquídea
Divina: The witches of
New York are back! In the
epic conclusion to the
award-winning series, the
final Mortiz sister's story is
told. Infused with Latin
American tradition—the
Brooklyn Brujas series
follows three sisters—and
brujas—as they develop
their powers and battle
magic in their hometown
and worlds beyond. Rose
Mortiz has always been a
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fixer, but lately she's been Adas Perfect for those
be sacrificed, Joon follows
feeling lost. She has brand looking for: A fantasy witch Cheong out to sea, even
new powers that she
series Latinx books Dark knowing that to interfere is
doesn't understand, and fairy tales Young adult
a death sentence. To save
her family is still trying to fantasy Books about
her brother, Mina throws
figure out how to function sisters
herself into the water in
in the wake of her
Cheong’s stead. Swept
A New York Times
amnesiac father's return Bestseller! Axie Oh's The away to the Spirit Realm,
home. Then, on the night Girl Who Fell Beneath the a magical city of lesser
of her Deathday party,
gods and mythical beasts,
Sea is an enthralling
Rose discovers her
feminist retelling of the
Mina seeks out the Sea
father's memory loss has classic Korean folktale
God, only to find him
been a lie. As she rushes "The Tale of Shim
caught in an enchanted
to his side, the two are
Cheong," perfect for fans sleep. With the help of a
ambushed and pulled
of Wintersong, Uprooted, mysterious young man
through a portal to the
and Miyazaki’s Spirited
named Shin—as well as a
land of Adas, a fairy realm Away. Deadly storms have motley crew of demons,
hidden in the Caribbean
ravaged Mina’s homeland gods and spirits—Mina sets
Sea. There Rose is forced for generations. Floods
out to wake the Sea God
to work with a group of
and bring an end to the
sweep away entire
others to save Adas.
villages, while bloody wars killer storms once and for
Soon, she begins to
are waged over the few
all. But she doesn’t have
discover the scope of her remaining resources. Her much time: A human
powers, the troubling truth people believe the Sea
cannot live long in the land
about her father's past,
God, once their protector, of the spirits. And there
and the sacrifices he
are those who would do
now curses them with
made to save her sisters. death and despair. In an anything to keep the Sea
But if Rose wants to return attempt to appease him, God from waking... Praise
home so that she can
for The Girl Who Fell
each year a beautiful
repair her broken family, maiden is thrown into the Beneath the Sea: An ABA
she must figure out how to sea to serve as the Sea
Indie Bestseller "On every
heal Adas first. Brooklyn God’s bride, in the hopes page I found something
Brujas Series: Labyrinth
that one day the “true
marvelous and new, and I
Lost (Book 1): Alex's
bride” will be chosen and was eager to keep reading
story—set in the mythical end the suffering. Many
because I wanted to
fantasy world of Los Lagos believe that Shim Cheong, further explore this
Bruja Born (Book 2): Lula's the most beautiful girl in
wondrous new world."
story—urban fantasy set onthe village—and the
—The New York Times "A
the streets of Brooklyn
beautiful, mesmerizing
beloved of Mina’s older
Wayward Witch (Book 3): brother Joon—may be the retelling I wish I’d had
Rose's story—set in the
legendary true bride. But when I was growing up. ...
magical fairy realm of
on the night Cheong is to A heartfelt tale that I will
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unsettling work full of
the most remote and
be recommending for
years to come." —Elizabethknowledge, imagery and really inaccessible part of the
unpleasant surprises' Jean Levy planetary ocean, the only part
Lim, New York TimesTwelve-year-old Zak Killian is that flows around Earth
bestselling author of Six
Crimson Cranes "A clever, hearing a voice. Could it be a unimpeded by any landmass. It
guardian angel? A ghost? No, is notorious amongst sailors for
creative, and exquisitely
that's crazy. But sometimes the its tempestuous winds and
written tale of sacrifice,
voice is so real. . . . It warns
hazardous fog and ice. Yet it is
love, and fate." —Stephaniehim of danger. One day Zak is a difficult ocean to pin down.
Garber, New York Times- standing on the subway
Its southern boundary, defined
bestselling author of
platform when the tunnel starts by the icy continent of
Caraval
to fill with water. He sees it
Antarctica, is constantly
The Vicious Deep
before anyone else. The voice moving in a seasonal dance of
Of Sea and Cloud
warns him to run. His friends freeze and thaw. To the north,
Moira and Khalid believe this is its waters meet and mingle with
Seaborn
more than a premonition, and those of the Atlantic, Indian,
The Storyteller
A History of the Southern soon all three find themselves and Pacific Oceans along a
in an alternate universe that is fluid boundary that defies the
Ocean
1870. Apprentice
lighthouseman James Meakes
joins two others at the remote
offshore rock of Ripsaw Reef replacement for a keeper
whose death there remains
unexplained. Meakes'
suspicions grow as he
accustoms himself to his new
vertical world. He finds clues,
obscure messages and signs
that a fourth occupant may be
sharing the space, slipping
unseen between staircases.
With winter approaching, the
keepers become isolated utterly
from shore. Sea and wind rage
against the tower. Danger is
part of the life. Death is not
uncommon. And yet as the
storm builds, the elements pale
against a threat more wild and
terrifying than any of them
could have imagined.
'Unsettling and outstanding in
equal measure' Kerry HadleyPryce 'An ingenious and

both familiar and seriously
strange. As Zak unravels the
mystery behind the voice, he
faces decisions that may mean
the end of their world at
home—if they can even get
home! In his most propulsive
and heartfelt book yet,
acclaimed author Barry Lyga
explores the depths of
friendship, the bonds of family,
and the nature of the universe
itself. "Hold onto your seats.
We've got adventure and highstakes horror here that takes us
from our world to another. You
did it, Barry. This is the novel
you were meant to write."
--R.L. Stine, author of
Goosebumps and Fear Street
“The Southern Ocean is a wild
and elusive place, an ocean like
no other. With its waters lying
between the Antarctic continent
and the southern coastlines of
Australia, New Zealand, South
America, and South Africa, it is

neat lines of a cartographer.”
So begins Joy McCann’s Wild
Sea, the remarkable story of the
world’s remote Southern, or
Antarctic, Ocean. Unlike the
Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, and
Arctic Oceans with their long
maritime histories, little is
known about the Southern
Ocean. This book takes readers
beyond the familiar heroic
narratives of polar exploration
to explore the nature of this
stormy circumpolar ocean and
its place in Western and
Indigenous histories. Drawing
from a vast archive of charts
and maps, sea captains’
journals, whalers’ log books,
missionaries’ correspondence,
voyagers’ letters, scientific
reports, stories, myths, and her
own experiences, McCann
embarks on a voyage of
discovery across its surfaces
and into its depths, revealing its
distinctive physical and
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Pinmei's gentle,
biological processes as well as and Sefia will stop
the people, species, events, and at nothing to ensure loving grandmother
his safety. The Guard always has the most
ideas that have shaped our
thrilling tales for
perceptions of it. The result is has already stolen
her granddaughter and
both a global story of changing her mother, her
father, and her Aunt the other villagers.
scientific knowledge about
However, the peace is
oceans and their vulnerability Nin. Sefia would
sooner die than let
shattered one night
to human actions and a local
when soldiers of the
one, showing how the Southern them take anymore
from her-especially
Emperor arrive and
Ocean has defined and
the boy she loves.
kidnap the
sustained southern
storyteller. Everyone
environments and people over But escaping the
Guard and the Book's knows that the
time. Beautifully and
Emperor wants
powerfully written, Wild Sea prophecy is no easy
will raise a broader awareness task. After all, what something called the
Luminous Stone That
and appreciation of the natural is written always
Lights the Night.
and cultural history of this little- comes to pass.As
Determined to have
known ocean and its emerging Sefia and Archer
her grandmother
importance as a barometer of watch Kelanna start
to crumble to the
returned, Pinmei
planetary climate change.
Guard's will, they
embarks on a journey
A cloth bag containing 20
will have to choose
to find the Luminous
paperback copies of the title
Stone alongside her
that may also include a folder between their love
and joining a war
friend Yishan, a
with sign out sheets.
that just might tear mysterious boy who
A Holiday Romance
them apart.
seems to have his own
Anthology
Teenaged Tristan
secrets to hide.
Journeys Across the Last
battles pirates, sea Together, the two
Untamed Frontier
must face obstacles
When the Sea Turned to Silver dragons, and mutant
creatures of the deep usually found only in
Labyrinth Lost
in his quest for the legends to find the
The Outlaw Ocean
Sefia is determined
Sea Throne.
Luminous Stone and
to keep Archer out of A New York Times
save Pinmei's
the Guard's clutches Bestseller A National grandmother--before
and their plans for
Book Award FinalistAn it's too late. A fastwar between the Five IndieBound Bestseller paced adventure that
Kingdoms. The Book,
This breathtaking,
is extraordinarily
the ancient, infinite full-color
written and
codex of the past,
illustrated fantasy
beautifully
present and future,
is inspired by
illustrated, When the
tells of a prophecy
Chinese folklore, and Sea Turned to Silver
that will plunge
is a companion to the is a masterpiece
Kelanna in that
Newbery Honor winner companion novel to
bloody war, but it
Where the Mountain
Where the Mountain
requires a boy-Archer-Meets the Moon.
Meets the Moon and
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Starry River of the
Roanhorse, Laura
She begins to see
Sky.
Ruby, Victoria “V.
that all around
"Boundary-pushing... E.” Schwab, and Kayla her, others are
Stories that stake a Whaley. An Imprint
similarly
new claim on old
Book "Vampire fans,
vanishing, yet no
tropes." —Publishers sink your teeth into
one else notices.
Weekly, starred
this satisfying
All Anna can do is
review Eleven fresh
collection." —Kirkus
keep her mother
vampire stories from Reviews
alive. But the
young adult fiction’s The Girl Who Fell
window keeps
leading voices in
Beneath the Sea
opening wider,
this bestselling
The Way to Rio Luna
taking Anna and the
anthology! In this
Salt to the Sea
reader ever deeper
delicious new
Pacific
Island in the Sea of into an eerily
collection, you’ll
Time
find stories about
beautiful story of
lurking vampires of
From the acclaimed grief and
social media,
Booker Prizepossibility, of
rebellious vampires
winning author
loss and love and
hungry for more than comes a dazzling
orange-bellied
just blood, eager
novel of family,
parrots. Hailed on
vampires coming
love and love's
publication in
out—and going out for
disappointments
Australia as
their first kill—and
Anna's
aged
mother
Richard Flanagan's
other bold,
is dying. Condemned greatest novel yet,
breathtaking,
by her children's
The Living Sea of
dangerous, dreamy,
pity to living,
Waking Dreams is a
eerie, iconic,
powerful creatures of subjected to
rising ember storm
the night. Welcome to increasingly
illuminating what
the evolution of the desperate medical
remains when the
vampire—and a
interventions, she inferno beckons:
revolution on the
turns her focus to one part elegy, one
page. Vampires Never her hospital
part dream, one
Get Old includes
window, through
part hope.
stories by authors
which she escapes
"THE BOAT IS
both bestselling and
into visions of
SINKING. YOU HAVE
acclaimed, including
horror
and
delight.
TO MOVE." When
Samira Ahmed,
When Anna's finger Luke's sailing trip
Dhonielle Clayton,
vanishes and a few goes horribly
Zoraida Córdova and
months later her
wrong, he must face
Natalie C. Parker,
Tessa Gratton, Heidi knee disappears,
the vast and brutal
Heilig, Julie Murphy, Anna too feels the sea in this story
Mark Oshiro, Rebecca pull of the window. of one boy's
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survival and coming- and Sarah J. Maas.
of-age. On the
As a memory thief,
evening before
the rarest and most
Luke's family's
feared of the
annual summer
magical Moria,
sailing trip off
Renata was used by
Cape Cod, Luke's
the crown to carry
mother leaves. Luke out the King's
is left with his
Wrath, a siege that
angry, confused
resulted in the
father on a small
deaths of thousands
boat for a week and of her own people.
the trip goes
Now Renata is one
horribly wrong when of the Whispers,
a summer storm
rebel spies working
sweeps Luke's
against the crown.
father overboard.
The Whispers may
Not knowing whether have rescued Renata
his father is dead years ago, but she
or alive, Luke must cannot escape their
figure out how to
mistrust and
survive on a
hatred—or the
wrecked sailboat
overpowering
far out to sea.
memories of the
Fans of Gary
hundreds of souls
Paulsen and Will
she drained during
Hobbs will be
her time in the
captivated by Craig palace. When Dez,
Moodie's depiction the commander of
of the North
her unit—and the
Atlantic in this
boy she's grown to
coming-of-age
love—is taken
adventure.
captive by the
Set in a lushly
notorious Principe
drawn world
Dorado, Renata must
return to Andalucia
inspired by
Inquisition Spain, and complete Dez's
Zoraida Córdova's
top secret mission
fantasy is an epic herself. But as
tale of love and
Renata grows more
revenge perfect for deeply embedded in
fans of Sabaa Tahir the politics of the

royal court, she
uncovers a secret
in her past that
could change the
fate of the entire
kingdom—and end the
war that has cost
her everything.
Racing to freedom
with thousands of
other refugees as
Russian forces
close in on their
homes in East
Prussia, Joana,
Emilia, and Florian
meet aboard the
doomed Wilhelm
Gustloff and are
forced to trust
each other in order
to survive.
To Sleep in a Sea
of Stars
Beyond the Sea of
Ice
Incendiary
The Inheritance of
Orquídea Divina
All the Light We
Cannot See
Longlisted for the
National Book Award
for Young People's
Literature! From
the New York Times
and USA Today
bestselling author
of the Shatter Me
series comes a
powerful,
heartrending
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contemporary novel
about fear, first
love, and the
devastating impact
of prejudice. It’s
2002, a year after
9/11. It’s an
extremely turbulent
time politically,
but especially so
for someone like
Shirin, a sixteenyear-old Muslim
girl who’s tired of
being stereotyped.
Shirin is never
surprised by how
horrible people can
be. She’s tired of
the rude stares,
the degrading
comments—even the
physical
violence—she
endures as a result
of her race, her
religion, and the
hijab she wears
every day. So she’s
built up protective
walls and refuses
to let anyone close
enough to hurt her.
Instead, she drowns
her frustrations in
music and spends
her afternoons
break-dancing with
her brother. But
then she meets
Ocean James. He’s
the first person in

forever who really
seems to want to
get to know Shirin.
It terrifies
her—they seem to
come from two
irreconcilable
worlds—and Shirin
has had her guard
up for so long that
she’s not sure
she’ll ever be able
to let it down.
“Utterly
engaging...a pageturner that is
certain to win the
author legions of
new readers and
fans.”—George R. R.
Martin, author of A
Game of Thrones
It's spring on
Nantucket and
everything is
perfectly normal,
until a sudden
storm blankets the
entire island. When
the weather clears,
the island's
inhabitants find
that they are no
longer in the late
twentieth
century...but have
been transported
instead to the
Bronze Age! Now
they must learn to
survive with
suspicious, warlike

peoples they can
barely understand
and deal with
impending disaster,
in the shape of a
would-be conqueror
from their own
time.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER
• A riveting,
adrenaline-fueled
tour of a vast,
lawless, and
rampantly criminal
world that few have
ever seen: the high
seas. There are few
remaining frontiers
on our planet. But
perhaps the
wildest, and least
understood, are the
world's oceans: too
big to police, and
under no clear
international
authority, these
immense regions of
treacherous water
play host to
rampant criminality
and exploitation.
Traffickers and
smugglers, pirates
and mercenaries,
wreck thieves and
repo men, vigilante
conservationists
and elusive
poachers, seabound
abortion providers,
clandestine oil-
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dumpers, shackled
slaves and castadrift
stowaways—drawing
on five years of
perilous and
intrepid reporting,
often hundreds of
miles from shore,
Ian Urbina
introduces us to
the inhabitants of
this hidden world.
Through their
stories of
astonishing courage
and brutality,
survival and
tragedy, he
uncovers a globespanning network of
crime and
exploitation that
emanates from the
fishing, oil, and
shipping
industries, and on
which the world's
economies rely.
Both a gripping
adventure story and
a stunning exposé,
this unique work of
reportage brings
fully into view for
the first time the
disturbing reality
of a floating world
that connects us
all, a place where
anyone can do
anything because no

one is watching.
Fleeing the guilts
of his youth,
Lieutenant Leslie
Deacon has escaped
to hide in the army
and the vast rock
deserts of a
scorched and warravaged Aden . Adoo
rebels hurl
grenades from the
shadows and a hardpressed British
Army is struggling
to keep order and
control. When the
Adoo bring the war
inside the city, a
new guerrilla
warfare is needed
to keep the rebels
at bay and the
garrison and its
civilians safe.
Into this fearful,
threatened city
comes the
adventurer Clemmie
Ross and the
charismatic Captain
Villiers. Deacon's
world of duty,
honour, courage and
love begins to
explode and
fragment about him.
In Aden's scorched
deserts and bombed
streets, duty only
brings death, and
honour offers no

reward. Only through
love will Deacon
find peace. All he
has to do is find
it.
Sea Hawke
Amor Actually
Tales with Fresh
Bite
The Boat
I Am the Sea
The only way to get
her family back is
to travel to a land
in between, as dark
as Limbo and as
strange as
Wonderland... Alex
is a bruja, the
most powerful witch
in a
generation...and
she hates magic. At
her Deathday
celebration, Alex
performs a spell to
rid herself of her
power. But it
backfires. Her
whole family
vanishes into thin
air, leaving her
alone with Nova, a
brujo boy she's not
sure she can trust,
but who may be
Alex's only chance
at saving her
family. Brooklyn
Brujas Series:
Labyrinth Lost
(Book 1) Bruja Born
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(Book 2) Praise for
Labyrinth Lost: An
NPR Best Young
Adult Book of 2016
Tor.com's Best YA
SFF of 2016 A
Bustle Best Book of
2016 Selection A
Paste Magazine's
Best Books of 2016
"Enchanting and
complex. Every page
is filled with
magic."—Danielle
Paige, New York
Times best-selling
author of Dorothy
Must Die "...
enchants from start
to finish.
Labyrinth Lost is
pure magic."
—Melissa Grey,
author of The Girl
at Midnight
"Magical and
empowering,
Labyrinth Lost is
an incredible
heroine's journey
filled with mythos
come to life; but
at its heart,
honors the
importance of love
and family."—Cindy
Pon, author of
Serpentine and
Silver Phoenix "A
brilliant browngirl-in-Brooklyn
update on Alice in

Wonderland and
Dante's Inferno.
Very creepy, very
magical, very
necessary."—Daniel
Jose Older, author
of Shadowshaper
Nicolas Graves
raised his sons to
be lobstermen. Bill
and Joshua (known
as Jonah) Graves
grew up aboard
their father's
boat--the
Cinderella--learnin
g the rules and
rites of the
antiquated business
they love. But when
their father is
lost at sea and the
price of lobster
crashes worldwide,
Bill and Jonah must
decide how much
they are willing to
risk for their
family legacy.
Standing against
them is Osmond
Raymond--former
Calvinist minister,
mystic, captain of
the Sanctity, and
their father's
business partner
for more than
twenty years.
Together with his
grandson and heir,
Julius, Osmond is

determined to push
the Graves family
out of their
lobster pound,
regardless of the
cost or the
consequences.
Praise for Of Sea
and Cloud "A
gorgeously written
exploration of
faith and loyalty,
love and
dishonesty... I
will never forget
these characters,
these waters, or
the harrowing
dramas unfolded
upon and beneath
them." --Anthony
Doerr, author of
All The Light We
Cannot See
"Exquisitely wellwritten,
relentlessly
compelling, this
story of fathers
and sons and
lovers, of love and
greed and betrayal,
elevates the
desperate lives of
lobstermen into
Shakespearean
tragedy. This novel
set its hooks
quickly, and held
me rapt until the
brutal, beautiful,
end. Of Sea and
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Cloud is timeless
drama of the
highest order, both
thrilling and wise,
and Jon Keller is
an extraordinary
new voice in
fiction." --Alan
Heathcock, awardwinning author of
Volt "...dark,
poetic, and at
turns terrifying.
Set against the
harsh Maine coast,
it tells the story
of a people
inextricably
connected to their
land, and of what
happens when that
land is threatened.
Ultimately, this is
a novel about love
in all its forms
and failures."
--Abi Maxwell,
author of Lake
People "A bleak and
beautiful story of
a family of fogshrouded lobstermen
caught in the heavy
vice of change,
told in a voice
that is part Dennis
Lehane, part
Melville, part
Homer, and all Jon
Keller. The book's
dark mystic, Osmond
Randolph, will

haunt me for weeks
to come."
--Christian Kiefer,
author of The
Infinite Tides "Of
Sea and Cloud is a
remarkable read, a
first novel that
captures a blood
and breath drama
that is both
gripping and
evocative." --Debra
Magpie Earling,
author of Perma Red
"With measured and
powerful prose, Jon
Keller writes a
timeless story of
manhood, loss, and
the bonds of
family." --Chris
Offutt, author of
No Heroes: A Memoir
of Coming Home
"...a bone-chilling
story of
brotherhood, trust,
and betrayal. It
belongs in the
canon of great
American maritime
novels alongside
Hemingway and
Melville." --Tyler
McMahon, author of
How the Mistakes
Were Made and
Kilometer 99
A hostage and a
deep-sea scientist
recall their

romance in this
“strange,
intelligent,
gorgeously written”
novel about love,
oceans, lust, and
terror (New York
Magazine). In a
room with no
windows on the
coast of Africa, an
Englishman, James
More, is held
captive by jihadist
fighters. Posing as
a water expert to
report on al-Qaeda
activity in the
area, he now faces
extreme privation,
mock executions,
and forced marches
through the arid
badlands of
Somalia. Thousands
of miles away on
the Greenland Sea,
Danielle Flinders,
a biomathematician,
prepares to dive in
a submersible to
the ocean floor.
She is obsessed
with life at the
lowest strata of
water. In this
“masterly evocation
of the intricacy of
life,” James and
Danny are
separately drawn
back to the
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previous Christmas,
to a French hotel
on the Atlantic
coast, where a
chance encounter on
the beach led to an
intense and
enduring romance
(Teju Cole). For
James, his mind
escapes to utopias
both imagined and
remembered. Danny,
meanwhile, is drawn
back to beginnings:
to mythical and
scientific origins,
and to her own. It
is to each other
and to the ocean
that they most
frequently return:
magnetic and
otherworldly, a
comfort and a
threat.
A New York Times
Editors’ Choice,
this epic tale of
brotherly love set
in a dystopian
alternate reality
is filled with the
magic of Russian
folklore. After
their father’s
death, twin
brothers Yarik and
Dima grew up
together on their
uncle’s farm,
spending their days

helping fishermen
and their nights
spellbound by their
uncle’s stories.
Years later, the
two men labor at
the Oranzheria, a
sprawling glass
greenhouse and a
capitalist
experiment that
keeps the
surrounding
townspeople in
perpetual daylight.
Work is now all the
twins have in
common. Stalwart
Yarik is married
with children, and
oppressed by the
burden of
responsibility and
the pressures of
work, while dreamer
Dima lives with his
mother—and
rooster—and spends
his time planning
the brothers’
return to their
uncle’s land. Then
one day a bizarre
encounter with the
Oranzheria’s
ruthless owner
changes everything.
Soon they find
themselves at the
center of strange
conspiracies,
disasters, and

deceptions that
threaten all they
know. Winner of the
Dayton Literary
Peace Prize, the
Library of Virginia
Literary Award for
Fiction, and the
GrubStreet National
Book Prize. A
featured Los Angels
Times “Summer
Book,” a Bustle
“Best Book for
July,” and one of
Flavorwire’s “10
Must Read Books for
July.” “A genuinely
fascinating
novel—for its
inventiveness, its
passionate breadth
and vision.”
—Richard Ford
“Among the most
gifted writers of
his generation.”
—Colum McCann
The Sea Ain't Mine
Alone
The Open Arms of
the Sea
Submergence
The Great Glass Sea
The Sea of Silence
Alex Hawke rescued
the kidnapped
grandson of the Queen
of England, but the
young royal's captors
- the treacherous
Tang brothers escaped. Now they
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have joined forces
Tété—was born a slave Whispers, Renata
with Hawke's
on the island of
Convida is a girl on
deadliest enemy: the Saint-Domingue.
the run. With few
one man who defeated Growing up amid
options and fewer
him in hand-to-hand
brutality and fear,
allies, she's
combat. Hawke will
Tété found solace in reluctantly joined
traverse the globe in the traditional
forces with none
his quest for
rhythms of African
other than Prince
vengeance, but will
drums and the
Castian, her most
the answers he finds mysteries of voodoo. infuriating and
be worth the price he Her life changes when intriguing enemy.
pays?
twenty-year-old
They're united by
When humans first
Toulouse Valmorain
lofty goals: find the
walked the world and arrives on the island fabled Knife of
learn to live in an
in 1770 to run his
Memory, kill the
exotic new world of
father’s plantation, ruthless King
mystery and danger.
Saint Lazare.
Fernando, and bring
The New York Times
Overwhelmed by the
peace to the nation.
bestselling author of challenges of his
Together, Ren and
The House of the
responsibilities and Castian have a chance
Spirits and A Long
trapped in a painful to save everything,
Petal of the Sea
marriage, Valmorain
if only they can set
tells the story of
turns to his teenaged aside their complex
one unforgettable
slave Tété, who
and intense feelings
woman—a slave and
becomes his most
for each other. With
concubine determined important confidant. the king's forces on
to take control of
The indelible bond
their heels at every
her own destiny—in
they share will
turn, their quest
this sweeping
connect them across
across Puerto Leones
historical novel that four tumultuous
and beyond leaves
moves from the sugar decades and
little room for
plantations of Saint- ultimately define
mistakes. But the
Domingue to the
their lives.
greatest danger is
lavish parlors of New In this thrilling
within Ren. The Gray,
Orleans at the turn
adventure, our
her fortress of
of the 19th century
magical heroine
stolen memories, has
“Allende is a master embarks on a
begun to crumble,
storyteller at the
dangerous journey in threatening her grip
peak of her
order to bring
on reality. She'll
powers.”—Los Angeles justice to the
have to control her
Times The daughter of kingdom—perfect for
magics—and her
an African mother she fans of Sabaa Tahir
mind—to unlock her
never knew and a
and Sarah J. Maas.
power and protect the
white sailor,
Reeling from betrayal Moria people once and
Zarité—known as
at the hands of the
for all. For years,
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very limits of what it Professor and the
she was wielded as
Madman will love this
weapon. Now it's her means to be human.
While Kira faces her
masterful, penetrating,
time to fight back.
own horrors, Earth and and resonant tale of
Wayward Witch
its colonies stand upon humanity finding its
Vampires Never Get
the brink of
way across the ocean of
Old
annihilation. Now, Kira history.
Island Beneath the
might be humanity's
"Set in a world where
Sea
greatest and final hope reading is unheard-of,
Illusionary
Sefia makes use of a
. . . At the
Great Sea Battles,
mysterious object to
Publisher's request,
Heroic Discoveries,
track down who
this title is being
Titanic Storms,and a sold without Digital
kidnapped her aunt Nin
and what really
Rights Management
Vast Ocean of a
Software (DRM) applied. happened the night her
Million Stories
Now a New York Times
and USA Today
bestseller! Winner of
Best Science Fiction
in the 2020 Goodreads
Choice Awards! To
Sleep in a Sea of
Stars is a brand new
epic novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling
author of Eragon,
Christopher Paolini.
Kira Navárez dreamed
of life on new worlds.
Now she's awakened a
nightmare. During a
routine survey mission
on an uncolonized
planet, Kira finds an
alien relic. At first
she's delighted, but
elation turns to
terror when the
ancient dust around
her begins to move. As
war erupts among the
stars, Kira is
launched into a galaxyspanning odyssey of
discovery and
transformation. First
contact isn't at all
what she imagined, and
events push her to the

"Variably genial,
cautionary, lyrical,
admonitory, terrifying,
horrifying and
inspiring…A lifetime of
thought, travel,
reading, imagination
and memory inform this
affecting account."
—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review)
Blending history and
anecdote, geography and
reminiscence, science
and exposition, New
York Times bestselling
author Simon Winchester
tells the breathtaking
saga of the Atlantic
Ocean. A gifted
storyteller and
consummate historian,
Winchester sets the
great blue sea's epic
narrative against the
backdrop of mankind's
intellectual evolution,
telling not only the
story of an ocean, but
the story of
civilization. Fans of
Winchester's Krakatoa,
The Man Who Loved
China, and The

father was murdered"-It was supposed to be
the trip of a
lifetime... Johnny and
his new bride Clem have
arrived in Turkey for a
year's honeymoon.
Young, blissfully happy
but poor, they are
surviving on love, luck
and a spirit of
adventure. So when a
boat appears out of a
raging storm, crewed by
a bohemian couple who
represent everything
Johnny and Clem want to
be, they do not think
twice about stepping on
board. But all is not
as it seems. And when
they finally open their
eyes to the truth, the
boat is in the middle
of the vast open sea...
With echoes of The
Beach, this is a
hypnotic, emotionally
charged novel about two
sweet young lovers who
lose their innocence in
paradise.
A novel
The Secret Sea
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Bruja Born
Atlantic
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